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Abstract

Artificial Immune System (AIS) models hold many promises in
the field of unsupervised learning. However, existing models are
not scalable, which makes them of limited use in data mining. We
propose a new AIS based clustering approach (TECNO-STREAMS)
that addresses the weaknesses of current AIS models. Compared
to existing AIS based techniques, our approach exhibits superior
learning abilities, while at the same time, requiring low memory
and computational costs. Like the natural immune system, the
strongest advantage of immune based learning compared to other
approaches is expected to be its ease of adaptation to the dynamic
environment that characterizes several applications, particularly
in mining data streams. We illustrate the ability of the proposed
approach in detecting clusters in noisy data sets, and in mining
evolving user profiles from Web clickstream data in a single pass.
TECNO-STREAMS adheres to all the requirements of clustering
data streams: compactness of representation, fast incremental pro-
cessing of new data points, and clear and fast identification of out-
liers.

1 Introduction

Natural organisms exhibit powerful learning and processing
abilities that allow them to survive and proliferate generation af-
ter generation in ever changing and challenging environments. The
natural immune system is a powerful defense system that exhibits
many signs of cognitive learning and intelligence [5]. In particu-
lar the acquired or adaptive immune system is comprised mainly
of lymphocytes which are special types of white blood cells (B-
cells) that detect and destroy pathogens, such as viruses and bac-
teria. Identification of a particular pathogen is enabled by soluble
proteins on the cell surface, called antigens. Special proteins re-
ceptors on the B-cell surface, called antibodies are specialized to
react to a particular antigen by binding to this antigen. Further-
more, lymphocytes bind only approximately to pathogens, to allow
the recognition of a large repertoire of antigens. Lymphocytes are

only activated when the bond exceeds a minimum strength that may
be different for different lymphocytes. A stronger binding with an
antigen induces a lymphocytes to clone more copies of itself, hence
providing reinforcement. Moreover, to diversify their repertoire,
lymphocytes undergo somatic hypermutation ( ����� times compared
to evolutionary mutation in other cells). Mature lymphocytes form
the long term memory of the immune system, and help recognize
and fight similar antigens that may be encountered in the future.
Therefore, the immune system can perform pattern recognition and
associative memory in a continuous and decentralized manner. Of
particular relevence to our work, is the Artificial Immune Network
(AIN) model. In their attempt to apply immune system metaphors
to machine learning, Hunt and Cooke based their model [10] on
Jerne’s Immune Network theory [11]. The system consisted of a
network of B cells used to create antibody strings that can be used
for DNA classification. The resource limited AIN (AINE) model
[15] brought some improvements for more general data analysis.
It consisted of a set of ARBs (Artificial Recognition Balls), each
consisting of several identical B cells, a set of antigen training data,
links between ARBs, and cloning operations as before. Each ARB
represents a single �	� dimensional data item that could be matched
by Euclidean distance to an antigen or to another ARB in the net-
work. A link was created if the affinity (distance) between 2 ARBs
was below a Network Affinity Threshold parameter, NAT, defined
as the average distance between all data items in the training set.
Each member of the antigen training set is matched against each
ARB based on Euclidean distance. This affects 
����� ’s stimula-
tion level which is inversely related to its average distance from the
antigen set. In [12], a new immune system model was presented
that achieved improved quality and less complexity for unsuper-
vised robust clustering. However, the model required several itera-
tions over the data set, and the data had to fit into main memory.

In existing AIS models [10, 15], it is common for the ARB pop-
ulation to grow at a prolific rate and to converge rather prematurely
to a state where a few ARBs matching a small number of antigens
overtake the entire population. In order to contemplate using arti-
ficial immune system based techniques for data mining, we have
to seriously consider their scalability. The most radical way to



achieve scalability is to reduce the size of the repertoire of B-Cells,
while still maintaining a high quality approximation of the antigen
space (data). High quality is achieved with a repertoire of B-cells
that is at the same time, diverse or specialized, accurate, and com-
plete.

Recently, data mining has put even higher demands on cluster-
ing algorithms. They now must handle very large data sets, leading
to some scalable clustering techniques. For example, BIRCH [16]
and the scalable K-Means (SKM) [3] assume that clusters are clean
of noise, hyper-spherical, similar in size, and span the whole data
space. Robust clustering techniques have recently been proposed
to handle noisy data. Another limitation of most clustering algo-
rithms is that they assume that the number of clusters is known.
However, in practice, the number of clusters may not be known.
This problem is called unsupervised clustering. A recent explosion
of applications generating and analyzing data streams has added
new unprecedented challenges for clustering algorithms if they are
to be able to track changing clusters in noisy data streams using
only the new data points because storing past data is not even an
option [2, 1, 4, 7].

In this paper, we propose a new AIS learning approach for
clustering noisy multi-dimensional stream data, called TECNO-
STREAMS (Tracking Evolving Clusters in NOisy Streams), that
addresses the shortcomings of current AIS models. Our approach
exhibits improved learning abilities, while also achieving scalabil-
ity, robustness, and automatic scale estimation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we present a new dynamic AIS model based on a robust and dy-
namic D-W-B-Cell model and learning algorithm designed to ad-
dress the challenges of stream data mining. In Section 3, we present
a new approach to tackle the immune network complexity and the
TECNO-STREAMS algorithm. In Section 4, we formally prove
the robustness properties of the newly proposed immune cell model
with respect to outliers and the ability to evolve with changing data.
In Section 5, we compare our approach to some existing scalable
clustering algorithms. In Section 6, we illustrate using the proposed
Dynamic AIS model for robust cluster detection and for mining
Web clickstream data. Finally, in Section 7, we present our conclu-
sions.

2. A Dynamic Weighted B-Cell Model based on Ro-
bust Weights: The D-W-B-Cell Model

In a dynamic environment, the antigens from a data stream ���
are presented to the immune network one at a time, with the stim-
ulation and scale measures re-updated with each presentation. It
is more convenient to think of the antigen index, � , as monotoni-
cally increasing with time. That is, the antigens are presented in
the following chronological order: �����	��
����������� . The Dynamic
Weighted B-Cell (D-W-B-cell) represents an influence zone over
the domain of discourse consisting of the training data set. How-
ever, since data is dynamic in nature, and has a temporal aspect,
data that is more current will have higher influence compared to
data that is less current. Quantitatively, the influence zone is de-
fined in terms of a weight function that decreases not only with dis-
tance from the antigen/data location to the D-W-B-cell prototype,
but also with the time since the antigen has been presented to the
immune network. It is convenient to think of time as an additional
dimension that is added to the D-W-B-Cell compared to the clas-
sical B-Cell, traditionally statically defined in antigen space only

[12].
Definition 1: (Robust Weight/Activation Function) For the �����
D-W-B-cell, ���  � , ��� ����������! , we define the activation
caused by the �"��� antigen data point as

# �%$ � # �'&)( 
�%$�* �,+�-
.0/�1243165 1287 3�9 3:";

(1)

where < controls the time decay rate of the contribution from old
antigens, and hence how much emphasis is placed on the currency
of the immune network compared to the sequence of antigens en-
countered so far. ( 
�=$ is the distance from antigen � $ (which is the����� antigen encountered by the immune network) to D-W-B-cell,���  � . > 
�8? $ is a scale parameter that controls the decay rate of the
weights along the spatial dimensions, and hence defines the size of
an influence zone around a cluster prototype. Data samples falling
far from this zone are considered outliers. The weight functions de-
crease exponentially with the order of presentation of an antigen, � ,
and therefore, will favor more current data in the learning process.
Definition 2: (Influence Zone) The ����� D-W-B-cell represents a
soft influence zone, @�A � , that can be interpreted as a robust zone of
influence.

@BA �C�ED��F$HG��I�KJ # �%$ML #ON �QPSRT� (2)

Each D-W-B-cell is allowed to have is own zone of influence
with radial size proportional to > 
� , that is dynamically estimated.
Hence, outliers are easily detected as data points falling outside the
influence zone of all D-W-B-cells or through their weak activations
( # �%$VU # N �WP �YXS� ).
Definition 3: (Pure Stimulation) The stimulation level, after Z
antigens have been presented to DWB � , is defined as the density of
the antigen population around DWB � :

[ � ��? \ �^] \$�_ � # �%$> 
�8? \ � (3)

Lemma 1: (Optimal Scale Update) The equations for optimal
scale updates are given by

> 
�8? \ �^] \$�_ � # �=$�( 
�%$` ] \$�_ � # �%$ba (4)

Idea of the Proof: Since the time dependency has been absorbed
into the weight function, and assuming that the previous values,> 
��? \ - � , are constant, the equations for scale updates are found by

solving c�dfe 287 3cBg 1287 h � � .

For the purpose of computational efficiency, however, we con-
vert the above equations to incremental counterparts as follows.
Lemma 2: (Incremental Update of Pure Stimulation and Opti-
mal Scale) After Z antigens have been presented to ���  � , pure
stimulation and optimal scale can be updated using the following
approximate incremental equations, respectively,

[ � �8? \ � + -ji: � ��? \ - �lk # �m\> 
�8? \ � (5)

> 
��? \ � + - i: > 
��? \ - � � �8? \ - �Tk # �Q\n( 
�m\` . + - i: � ��? \ - �Tk # �m\ ; a (6)

where � ��? \ - � � ] \ - �$�_ � # �=$ is the sum of the contributions from
previous antigens, � � �	� 
 ��������'\ - � , to D-W-B-Cell � .



Idea of the Proof: Each term that takes part in the computation of
the above measures (Equations (3) and (4) above) is updated indi-
vidually with the arrival of each new antigen using the old values of
each term in the numerator and each term in the denominator, and
adding the contribution of the new antigen/data item to each one of
these terms.

2.1 Dynamic Stimulation and Suppression

We propose incorporating a dynamic stimulation factor, � ����� ,
in the computation of the D-W-B-cell stimulation level by adding a
compensation term that depends on other D-W-B-cells in the net-
work [10, 15]. In other words, a group of co-stimulated D-W-B-
cells can self-sustain themselves in the immune network, even after
the antigen that caused their creation disappears from the environ-
ment. However, we need to put a limit on the time span of this
memory to forget truly outdated patterns. This is done by allowing
D-W-B-cells to have their own stimulation coefficient, and to have
this stimulation coefficient decrease with their age: � ����� � �� 9��:	� .

In the absence of a recent antigen that succeeds in stimulating a
given subnet, the age (

�
) of the D-W-B-cell increases by 1 with

each antigen presented to the immune system. However, if a new
antigen succeeds in stimulating a given cell, then its age is refreshed
back to zero. This makes extremely old D-W-B-cells die gradually,
if not re-stimulated by more recent relevent antigens.

Incorporating a dynamic suppression factor, 
 ����� , in the com-
putation of the D-W-B-cell stimulation level is also a more sensible
way to take into account internal interactions. The suppression fac-
tor is not related to memory management, but rather as a way to
control the proliferation and redundancy of the D-W-B-cell popu-
lation. This adaptive way to control the amount of redundancy to
achieve the right balance between the needed memory and the use-
less redundancy can be achieved by allowing D-W-B-cells to have
their own suppression coefficient, and using an annealing schedule
similar to stimulation, i.e., 
 ����� � �� 9 �:��

In order to understand the combined effect of the proposed stim-
ulation and suppression mechanism, we consider the following two
extreme cases: (i) Positive suppression (competition), but no stim-
ulation results in good population control and avoids redundancy.
However, there is no memory, and the immune network will for-
get past encounters. (ii) When there is positive stimulation, but
no suppression, there is good memory but no competition. This
will cause the proliferation of the D-W-B-cell population or max-
imum redundancy. Hence, there is a natural tradeoff between re-
dundancy/memory and competition/reduced costs. Hence the total
stimulation for ���  � should take into account dynamic interac-
tive co-stimulation and co-suppression from other B-cells, in addi-
tion to antigen (pure) stimulation:

[ � � [ � ��? \ k� ����� ] ���� _ � # � �> 
�8? \ ��
 ����� ] ���� _ � # � �> 
�8? \ � (7)

3. Bridging the Scalability Gap: Organization and
Compression of the Immune Network

A divide and conquer strategy can have significant impact on the
number of interactions that need to be processed in the immune net-
work. We define external interactions as those occuring between an
antigen (external agent) and the D-W-B-cell in the immune network

(giving rise to the first term in (7)). We define internal interactions
as those occuring between one D-W-B-cell and all other D-W-B-
cells in the immune network(giving rise to the second and third
terms in (7)). Note that the number of possible internal interactions
can be a serious bottleneck in the face of all existing immune net-
work based learning techniques [10, 15]. Suppose that the immune
network is compressed by clustering the D-W-B-cells using a linear
complexity approach such as K Means. Then the immune network
can be divided into � subnetworks that form a parsimonious view
of the entire network. For global low resolution interactions, such
as the ones between D-W-B-cells that are very different, only the
inter-subnetwork interactions are germane. For higher resolution
interactions such as the ones between similar D-W-B-cells, we can
drill down inside the corresponding subnetwork and afford to con-
sider all the intra-subnetwork interactions.

Lemma 3: (Effect of Network Compression on Scalability) The
proposed AIS based clustering model can achieve scalability at a
finite compression rate.

Proof: Since the AIS model is updated incrementally for each data
sample, there is no need to store the data samples. What needs to
be stored and manipulated is the immune network itself. Hence, the
most expensive computation and storage overhead stems from cal-
culating and storing all the internal network interactions (quadratic
complexity with respect to the network size). However, if the net-
work is divided into roughly � equal sized subnetworks, then the
number of internal interactions in an immune network of �  D-W-
B-cells, can drop from � 
 in the uncompressed network, to & ���� * 

intra-subnetwork interactions and � � � inter-subnetwork inter-
actions in the compressed immune network. This clearly can ap-
proach linear complexity as ����� �  . Similarly the number of
external interactions relative to each antigen can drop from �  in
the uncompressed network to � in the compressed network. Fur-
thermore, the compression rate can be modulated by choosing the
appropriate number of clusters, ����� �  , when clustering the D-
W-B-cell population, to maintain linear complexity, � � �  � . Suf-
ficient summary statistics for each subnetwork of D-W-B-cells are
computed, and can later be used as approximations in lieu of repeat-
ing the computation of the entire suppression/stimulation sum. The
summary statistics are in the form of average dissimilarity within
the group, cardinality of the group (number of D-W-B-cells in the
group), and density of the group. This approach can be seen as
forming sub-networks of the immune network with sufficient sum-
mary statistics to be used in evolving the entire immune network.

3.1 Effect of the Network Compression on Interaction
Terms

Instead of taking into account all possible
� �  � 
 interactions

between all �  cells in the immune network, only the intra-
subnetwork interactions with the � � D-W-B-cells inside the par-
ent subnetwork (the closest subnetwork to which this B cell is as-
signed) are taken into account. In case K-Means is used, this rep-
resentative as well as the organization of the network into subnet-
works is a by-product. For more complex data structures, a rea-
sonable best representative/prototype (such as a medoid) can be
chosen. Taking these modifications into account, the stimulation
and scale values that take advantage of the compressed network are
given by



[ � � [ � ��? \ k� ����� ] � 2�� _ � # � �> 
�8? \ ��
 ����� ] � 2�� _ � # � �> 
�8? \ � (8)

where [ � ��? \ is the pure antigen stimulation after encountering Z
antigens, given by (5 ) for D-W-B-cell � ; and � � is the number of
B-cells in the subnetwork that is closest to the �f��� DWB-cell. This
will modify the D-W-B-cell scale update equations to become

> 
�8? \ � �` � 
��? \ k� ����� ] � 2�� _ � # � � ( 
� � � 
 ����� ] � 2�� _ � # � � ( 
� �� ��? \ k � ����� ] � 2�� _ � # � � � 
 ����� ] � 2�� _ � # � � � (9)

where � 
��? \ � + - i: > 
��? \ - � � �8? \ - � k # �Q\n( 
�m\ and � �8? \ �+ - i: � ��? \ - � k # �m\
3.2 Cloning in the Dynamic Immune System

The D-W-B-cells are cloned in proportion to their stimulation
levels relative to the average network stimulation. However, to
avoid preliminary proliferation of D-W-B-Cells, and to encourage
a diverse repertoire, new D-W-B-Cells do not clone before they
are mature (their age,

� � exceeds a lower limit
� N �WP ). Similarly,

D-W-B-cells with age
� � � � N ��� are frozen, or prevented from

cloning, to give a fair chance to newer D-W-B-Cells. This means
that ��� ��� P	� d 2 � �
� ��� P	� d 2] � ��� i d 

��� � N �WP�� � ��� � N ��� a When

the B-cell population size ( �  ) exceeds a prespecified maximum
( �  N ��� ), the B-cells are sorted in ascending order of their stimu-
lation levels, and the top ( �  � �  N ��� ) B-cells (with lowest stim-
ulation) are killed. New B-cells (

� � U � N �QP ) are compensated to
be able to compete with more mature cells in the immune network
by temporarily (for the purpose of sorting) scaling their stimulation
level to the network’s average stimulation level.

3.3 Learning New Antigens and Relation to Outlier De-
tection

Somatic hypermutation is a powerfull natural exploration mech-
anism in the immune system, that allows it to learn how to respond
to new antigens that have never been seen before. However, from
a computational point of view, this is a very costly and inefficient
operation since its complexity is exponential in the number of fea-
tures. Therefore, we model this operation in the artificial immune
system model by an instant antigen duplication whenever an anti-
gen is encountered that fails to activate the entire immune network.
A new antigen, � $ is said to activate the ����� B-Cell, if it falls within
its Influence Zone, @BA � , essentially meaning that its activation of
this D-W-B-Cell, # �%$ exceeds a minimum threshold # N �QP .
Definition 4: (Potential Outlier) A Potential outlier is an antigen
that fails to activate the entire immune network, i.e., # �=$ U # N �WP �XF��� ����������  aTo further take advantage of the compressed immune network,
only the � � $���� D-W-B-cells within the closest subnetwork (say the� ��� � ��� subnetwork) to the current (�"��� ) antigen are considered. This

results in activation iff. # �%$ U # N �WP � XF�b� ���������� � $���� a The
outlier is termed potential because, initially, it may either be an
outlier or a new emerging pattern. It is only through the continuous
learning process that lies ahead, that the fate of this outlier will be
decided. If it is indeed a true outlier, then it will form no mature
DWB-Cells in the immune network.

(a) (b)

Figure 1. D-W-B-cell’s ��� function (showing influence of outliers): (a) �	�! 3�" , (b) �	�! 3 7 3$# : "
3.4 TECNO-STREAMS: Tracking Evolving Clusters in

Noisy Data Streams with a Scalable Immune System
Learning Model

TECNO-STREAMS Algorithm:
(optional steps are enclosed in [] )

Fix the maximal population size, %'&)()*�+ ;
Initialize D-W-B-cell population and ,.-/10 , /�23/�4 using the first
%'& (5*�+ input antigens;
Compress immune network into 6 subnets using 2 iterations of K
Means;
Repeat for each incoming antigen 7�8:9

Present antigen to each subnet centroid, ;=<?>A@ 0CB >�D�D�D�>�6 in
network : Compute distance, activation weight, EF< 8 and update , -<
incrementally using (6);

Determine the most activated subnet (the one with maximum EF< 8 );
IF All B-cells in most activated subnet have E / 8HG E ( /I2 (antigen

does not sufficiently activate subnet) THEN 9
Create by duplication a new D-W-B-cell = 7J8 and , -/ 0 , /�23/�4 ;K

ELSE 9
Repeat for each D-W-B-cell / in most activated subnet 9

IF E / 8MLNE ( /�2 (antigen activates D-W-B-cell / ) THEN
Refresh age ( O 0�P ) for D-W-B-cell / ;

ELSE
Increment age ( O ) for D-W-B-cell / ;

Compute distance from antigen 7J8 to D-W-B-cell / ;
Compute D-W-B-cell / ’s stimulation level using (8);
Update D-W-B-cell / ’s , -/ using (9);K

K
Clone and mutate D-W-B-cells;
IF population size LN%H&5(5*�+ Then 9

IF (Age of B-cell G O ( /I2 ) THEN
Temporarily scale D-W-B-cell’s stimulation level to the network

average stimulation;
Sort D-W-B-cells in ascending order of their stimulation level;

Kill worst excess (top ( % &RQ % &S(5*�+ ) according to previous
sorting) D-W-B-cells;

[or move oldest/mature D-W-B-Cells to secondary (long term)
storage];K

Compress immune network periodically (after every T antigens),
into 6 subnets using 2 iterations of K Means with the previous cen-
troids as initial centroids;K



4 Theoretical Resistance Properties of the Pro-
posed D-W-B-Cell Model as a Robust Statistical
Estimator

Lemma 4: (Robustness via the Influence Curve Approach) It
can be shown based on robust statistical theory [8] that the Influ-
ence Function is bounded when the model is mapped to a robust
statistical estimator, and that the scale update method also results
in a robust scale estimator.
Proof: The D-W-B-cell model estimates the location and scale pa-
rameter by optimizing the following stimulation/inverse loss func-
tion, if the time/sequence information, � , is ignored for data:� ��� $ � & ��� > 
 * � � 
$ + � -�� 13�� 
 � � where,

� $ is the � ��� normalized
residual. Thus, it can be considered an M-estimator with the	 � function,

	 ��� � � c�
 � � �c � � & � ` � � > 
 * + & -  11 * � displayed in Fig.
1(a). The Influence curve (IC) [8] has the same shape as the

	
-

function, displayed in Fig. 1 (a). IC tells us how an infinitesimal
proportion of contamination affects the estimate in large samples,
and hence summarizes the influence of data points with given resid-
uals on the resulting estimate. It can be inferred from IC that the
influence is asymptotically zero at locations corresponding to in-
finite residuals, meaning that gross outliers have almost no effect
on the estimate. Also, most importantly, at any point, the influ-
ence is bounded. This constitutes the most important resistance
property of any robust estimator. Taking the sequential informa-
tion of the data into account, the following stimulation/inverse loss

function, results: � ��� $ �)����< � & �� > 
 * � � 
$ + � - � � 13 9 $ ��� � � 
 � � where,� $ is the ����� normalized residual. Thus, it can be considered

an M-estimator with the
	 � function,

	 ��� ���)����< � � c�
 � � ? $ ��� �c � �& � ` � � > 
 * + � - � � 1 9 $ ��� � � 
 � � displayed in Fig. 1(b), showing a de-
creasing influence both with the distance and age of the samples.
Lemma 5: (Winsor’s Principle and Gaussian Efficiency) The D-
W-B-cell model is expected to have good efficiency at the Gaussian
distribution
Proof: The D-W-B-cell model’s

	 � function satisfies the lin-
earity in the middle criterion, since its slope approaches a con-
stant for very small residuals. This is because

	�� ��� �
satisfies� ���

���
� 	�� ��� � � � ���

���
� � ` � > 
 � + & -  11 * & � 
 � � * � � ` a This

means that the D-W-B-cell model is expected to have good effi-
ciency at the Gaussian distribution. This important property is mo-
tivated by the fact that most distributions are normal in the middle
(i.e. for small residuals).
Lemma 6: (Unbiased Estimates) Since the D-W-B-cell model is
a robust M-estimator with an odd

	 � function, its location estimate
is unbiased.

5. Comparison to Other Clustering Techniques

Because of paucity of space, we review only some related meth-
ods, as summarized in Table 1. We note that all immune based
techniques, as well as most evolutionary type clustering techniques
are expected to benefit from insensitivity to initial conditions (reli-
ability) by virtue of being population based. Also, some techniques
require a memory buffer for storage of a compression of the data set
in main memory which imposes an unwanted constraint on stream
data mining. Moreover, most techniques achieve their scalability
by using a special indexing structure which requires an additional
preliminary scan of the data which may not be acceptable in the

context of data streams. Finally, unlike most other clustering tech-
niques that are Distance and Partitioning based (such as K Means
and its variants, as well as most older immune based techniques),
Density type methods, such as the proposed approach, directly seek
dense areas of the data space, and can find more good clusters,
while being robust to noise. This tends to be very beneficial espe-
cially in high dimensional and sparse data sets such as web usage,
text, and transactional data.

Table 1. Comparison of proposed Scalable Immune Clustering Approach with Other Algorithms

Approach � TECNO-STREAMS SKM [3] DBSCAN [6] DENCLUE [9] BIRCH [16]

Reliabibilty/Insensitivity yes no yes no no

to initialization

Robustness to noise yes no yes yes no

Requires Pre-Clustering scan/ no yes yes yes yes

Spatial Data Structure (integrated) ( � � -tree) ( ��� -tree) ( � � -tree)

Time Complexity: !J� " � � ��" #%$ � � " " #&$ � � " �
Requires Buffer for Data no yes yes yes yes

Requires No. of Clusters no yes no yes no

Handles evolving clusters yes no no no no

Robust Automatic Scale yes no no no no

Estimation

Cluster Model network centroids medoids centroids centroids

Handles Arbitrary yes no yes no no

Dissimilarity Measures

Density/Partition based? Density Partition Density Density Partition

6 Experimental Results

6.1 Single-Pass Location of Dense Cluster Representa-
tives in Noisy 2-D Data

First, we show the results on 2-D data sets because the re-
sults can be inspected visually and easily. Clean and noisy 2-
dimensional sets, with roughly 1000 to 3200 points, and between
3 and 5 clusters, are used to illustrate the performance of TECNO-
STREAMS in detecting an appropriate number of clusters. The
implementation parameters used for all experiments were as fol-
low: The initial value for the scale was > �QP � � � � a � � `(' (an upper
radial bound based on the range of normalized values in ) � ����* ). D-
W-B-cells were only allowed to clone past the age of

� N �WP � `
,

�
� ��� P	� � � a +-, , �  N ��� � 30 to 50, mutation rate of � a � � , <b�/. ,#ON �QP � � a ` , and compression rate, � between 1 and 7, with the
upper limit roughly corresponding to making the immune network
complexity linear. The network compression was performed after
every 0 �21 � antigens have been processed.

The evolution of the D-W-B-cell population, limited to a maxi-
mum size of 30 cells, with � � � , for 3 noisy clusters, when the
antigens are presented in random order, is shown in Figure 2, su-
perimposed on the original data set. Only the data points processed
thus far are shown on each figure. Each vertical line is centered
on a B-cell location, and its length represents the diameter of its
Influence Zone ( �43�> � ). We emphasize that the final results after
all antigens have been processed is equivalent to a single pass, with
a small immune network size of only 30 D-W-B-cells. The results
for the same data set, but with antigens presented in the order of



the clusters is shown in Figure 3. This scenario is the most difficult
(worst) case for single-pass learning, as it truly tests the ability of
the system to memorize the old patterns, adapt to new patterns, and
still avoid excessive proliferation.

Similar experiments are shown for a noisy data set of five clus-
ters in Figure 4 and Figure 5. These results illustrate the ability
of the immune network to track the clusters. Since this is an un-
supervised clustering problem, it is not important that a cluster is
modeled by one or several D-W-B-cells. The effect of the com-
pression of the immune network if illustrated by showing the final
D-W-B-cell population for different compression rates correspond-
ing to � � 3n� ' � , on the data set with 5 clusters, in Fig. 6. Linear
complexity is reached for the case of � � ,

. The antigens were
presented in the most challenging order (one cluster at a time), and
in a single pass. Notice that depending on the order of presenta-
tion of the data, some of the noise presented at the very end of the
run may not be labeled as outliers with full certainty. It is tem-
porarily treated like a possible emerging pattern until future data
can resolve its fate with certainty. Other than the natural uncer-
tainty arising from last minute noise points, the quality of the final
immune network or cluster model is practically insensitive to the
order of presentation of the data and to the compression rate, and it
shows an ability to model clusters with arbitrary shape since multi-
ple B-cells can represent a single cluster. Finally Fig. 7 shows with
different shades the core points and outliers as easily recognized by
our approach (outliers have negligible activations to the entire final
immune network, i.e., # �=$ U � a � � ���fXF� ). Notice that in the absence
of knowledge about future data, noise presented at the very end of
the run may be temporarily treated as a possible emerging pattern.
This explains why a few noise points that happen to be presented
last are shown in black at the end of the run. Naturally, because
of the different order of presentation of the samples (first to last
cluster, last to first cluster, and random), these last undecided noise
points may differ from one image to another in Fig. 7 (a), (b), and
(c), respectively. The spaces that are void of data contain the first
points (unplotted) used to initialize the immune network.
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Figure 2. Single Pass Results on a Noisy dataset presented one at a time in random order: Location of D-W-
B-cells and estimated scales for data set with 3 clusters after processing (a) 100 samples, (b) 700 samples, and (c) all 1133
samples
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Figure 3. Single Pass Results on a Noisy dataset presented one at a time in the same order as clusters: Location
of D-W-B-cells and estimated scales for data set with 3 clusters after processing (a) 100 samples, (b) 300 samples, and (c)
all 1133 samples
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Figure 4. Single Pass Results on a noisy dataset presented one at a time in random order with
� ���

:
Location of D-W-B-cells and estimated scales after processing (a) 875 samples, (b) 1750 samples, and (c) 2625 samples,
(d) all 3200 samples
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Figure 5. Single Pass Results on a noisy dataset presented one at a time in the same order as clusters with� ���
: Location of D-W-B-cells and estimated scales for data set after processing (a) 350 samples, (b) 1225 samples,

and (c) 1925 samples, (d) all 3200 samples
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Figure 6. Effect of Compression rate on Immune Network: Location of D-W-B-cells and estimated scales for
noisy data set presented in random order(a)
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Figure 7. Ability to distinguish between core and outlier points ( 	
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) for noisy data set
presented in the following order: (a) cluster 1 to cluster 5 (b) cluster 5 to cluster 1 (c) random order

6.2 Single-Pass Mining of User Profiles from Real Web
Clickstream Data

Profiles were mined from the 12-day clickstream data (from
1998) with 1704 sessions and 343 URLs from the website of the
department of Computer Engineering and Computer Science at
the University of Missouri. This is a benchmark data set used
in [13, 14]. The profiles that were discovered using TECNO-
STREAMS in a single pass are comparable to the ones previously
obtained using a variety of less scalable techniques [13, 14]. The
maximum population size was 100, the control parameter for com-
pression was varied between � � � and 50, and periodical com-
pression every 0 � 1 � sessions. The activation threshold was#ON �QP � � a . , and < � ` � . We illustrate the continuous learning



ability of the proposed technique using the following simulations:
scenario 1: We partition the Web sessions into 20 distinct sets
of sessions, each one assigned to the closest of 20 profiles previ-
ously discovered using Hierarchical Unsupervised Niche Cluster-
ing (HUNC) [14], and listed in Table 2. Then we presented these
sessions to TECNO-STREAMS one profile at a time: sessions as-
signed to trend 0, then sessions assigned to profile 1, �� , etc.
scenario 2: We used the same session partition as scenario 1, but
presented the profiles in reverse order: sessions assigned to trend
19, then sessions assigned to trend 18, �� , etc, ending with trend 0.
scenario 3: The Web sessions are presented in their natural chrono-
logical order exactly as received in real time by the web server.

We track the number of B cells that succeed in learning each
one of the 20 ground truth profiles after each session is presented,
by counting the number of B-cells within 0.4 radius of each ground
truth profile (distance is computed as the square of 1 - cosine sim-
ilarity). This provides an evolving number of hits per profile as
shown in Figures 8, 9, and 10, for the three above scenarios re-
spectively. The y-axis is split into 20 intervals, with each interval
devoted to the trend/profile number indicated by the lower value
(from 0 to 19). A hit for the � ��� profile for session No.

�
is shown

in these figures at location
��� �	� � . The proposed immune cluster-

ing algorithm can learn the user profiles in a single pass. A sin-
gle pass over all 1704 Web user sessions (with non-optimized Java
code) took less than 7 seconds on a 2 GHz Pentium 4 PC running
on Linux. With an average of 4 milliseconds per user session, the
proposed profile mining system is suitable for use in a real time per-
sonalization system to constantly and continuously provide a fresh
and current list of an unknown number of evolving user profiles.
Old profiles can be handled in a variety of ways. They may either
be discarded, moved to secondary storage, or cached for possible
re-emergence. Even if discarded, older profiles that re-emerge later,
would be re-learned from scratch just like new profiles. Hence the
logistics of maintaining old profiles are less crucial compared to
existing techniques.

Figure 8 exhibits an expected staircase pattern showing the grad-
ual learning of emergent usage trends as these are experienced by
the immune network in the order from trend 0 to 19. The plot shows
some peculiarities, for example at trend 15 since it records a short
lived hit at the same time as trend 2. Table 2 shows that trends 2
and 15 do indeed share many similarities. Typical cross reactions
between similar patterns are actually desired and illustrate a cer-
tain tolerance for inexact matching. Figure 9 shows an interesting
inversed staircase pattern due to the reverse presentation order.

Finally Figure 10 shows the B-cell hits when the sessions are
presented in their original chronological order corresponding to
scenario 3. Figure 11 shows the distribution of the original input
sessions, but with all the noise sessions excluded. It shows that the
session data is quite noisy, and the arrival sequence and pattern of
sessions belonging to the same usage trend may vary in a way that
makes incremental tracking and discovery of the profiles even more
challenging than in a batch style approach, where the sessions can
be stored in memory, and a standard iterative approach is used to
mine the profiles. It also shows how some of the usage trends (e.g:
No. 13, 14, 15) are not synchronized with others, and how some of
the trends are weak and noisy. Such weak profiles can be even more
elusive to discover in a real time system. While Figure 10 shows
the B-cell distribution with time, Figure 11 shows the distribution
of the input data with time. The fact that both figures show some
similarity and the emergence patterns of the trends, attests to the
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Figure 8. Hits per usage trend versus session number when sessions are presented in order of trend 0 to trend
19,
� � i � , : � 1 �

fact that the immune network is able to form a reasonable dynamic
synopsis of the usage data. It is interesting to note that the memory
span of the network is affected by the parameter < which affects the
rate of forgetting in the immune network. A low value will favor
faster forgetting, and therefore a more current set of profiles that re-
flect the most recent activity on a website, while a higher value will
tend to keep older profiles in the network for longer periods. Fig-
ure 12 shows the number of discovered profiles versus the network
compression rate � , indicating between 12 and 17 stable profiles.

Table 2. Summary of some usage trends previously discovered using Hierarchical Unsupervised Niche Cluster-
ing (only URLs with top 3 to 4 relevance weights shown in each profile)2 �

� ��� 2 �� ��� 2
0 106 � 0.99 - /people index.html � , � 0.98 - /people.html � , � 0.97 - /faculty.html �

1 104 � 0.99 - / � , � 1.00 - /cecs computer.class �

2 177 � 0.90 - /courses index.html � , � 0.88 - /courses100.html � ,

� 0.87 - /courses.html � , � 0.81 - / �

3 61 � 0.80 - / � , � 0.48 - /degrees.html � , � 0.23 - /degrees grad.html �

4 58 � 0.97 - /degrees undergrad.html � , � 0.97 - /bsce.html � , � 0.95 - /degrees index.html �

5 50 � 0.56 - /faculty/springer.html � , � 0.38 - /faculty/palani.html �

6 116 � 0.91 - /˜saab/cecs333/private � , � 0.78 - /˜saab/cecs333 �

12 74 � 0.57 - /˜shi/cecs345 � , � 0.45 - /˜shi/cecs345/java examples � ,

� 0.46 - /˜shi/cecs345/Lectures/07.html �

13 38 � 0.82 - /˜shi/cecs345 � , � 0.47 - /˜shi � , � 0.34 - /˜shi/cecs345/references.html �

14 33 � 0.55 - /˜shi/cecs345 � , � 0.55 - /˜shi/cecs345/java examples � , � 0.33 - /˜shi/cecs345/Projects/1.html �

15 51 � 0.92 - /courses index.html � , � 0.90 - /courses100.html � ,

� 0.86 - /courses.html � , � 0.78 - /courses200.html �

16 77 � 0.78 - /˜yshang/CECS341.html � , � 0.56 - /˜yshang/W98CECS341 � , � 0.29 - /˜yshang �

19 120 � 0.27 - /access � , � 0.23 - /access/details.html �

7 Conclusion

We presented a robust and scalable algorithm (TECNO-
STREAMS) for detecting an unknown number of evolving clusters
in a noisy data stream. Other than the natural uncertainty arising
from very recent noise points, the quality of the final cluster model
is practically insensitive to the order of presentation of the data and
to the compression rate, and it can model clusters with arbitrary
shape since multiple B-cells can represent a single cluster. The
main factor behind the ability of the proposed method to learn in
a single pass lies in the richness of the immune network structure
that forms a dynamic synopsis of the data. Such complex network
structures have the reputation of being huge, thus hard and time
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Figure 9. Hits per usage trend versus session number when sessions are presented in reverse order from trend
19 to trend 0,
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Figure 10. Hits per usage trend versus session number when all sessions are presented in natural chronological
order:

� � 1 � , : � 1 �
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Figure 11. Distribution of input sessions over usage trend versus session number when only non-noisy
( 	
243�� �

� � ) sessions are presented in natural chronological order: Trends 5, 9, 13, 14, 15, and 19 appear to be
weakier and noisier. Also trends 6 and 7 emerge late in the 12-day access log, while trend 0 weakens in the last days.

Figure 12. Number of discovered profiles versus specifed compression rate K, when sessions are presented
in natural chronological order

consuming to manipulate. The proposed compression mechanism
and new B-cell model make this network manageable, and contin-
uous learning possible. Finally, we note that TECNO-STREAMS
adheres to the requirements of clustering data streams formulated
in [2]: compactness of representation, fast incremental processing
of new data points, and clear and fast identification of outliers.
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